Reclink Australia was founded on the principles of participation and partnership to provide life-changing pathways. For over 25 years, Reclink has provided an outstanding model of delivering sport, recreation and arts programs to a diverse range of disadvantaged Australians.

Our primary goal is to continue to reach the community’s most isolated individuals and rebuild lives through participation in our sport and art programs. We believe we can achieve this by significantly increasing our engagement with our community to enable access, support our participants and foster meaningful relationships with our supporters. By achieving this vital objective we will provide for our participants both now and in the future; and enhance our commitment to give all participants the power of purpose.

How you can give:

You can give to Reclink in a number of ways through:

- Individual Giving [2]
- Corporate Partnerships [3]
- Fundraising for Reclink [4]
- Leaving a Bequest [5]
- Volunteering [6]

“I support Reclink Australia because I’ve seen the difference their programs make to people’s lives”.

To find out more about how you can support our work, please contact our Fundraising and Corporate Partnerships Manager on 03 9419 6672 or via email. [7]